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Step 1. Attach the impact sensor and target light to the back of the target. The lights and 
sensor are held on to the target by magnets. The light enclosure has the magnet mounted 
on the rear. It is recommended that an “L” bracket be attached to the rear of the target 
behind the light hole. It is also recommended that the target light is mounted so that the 
wires exit the bottom of the light to keep the circuitry in the light dry in case of rain.

Step 2. Attach the sensor to the back of the target with the attached magnets. The sensor 
has a sensitivity adjustment sticking out of the side. For maximum sensitivity, turn the 
rod fully clockwise when looking at the end of the rod. Turning the adjustment 
counterclockwise reduces the sensitivity of the sensor. If bounce back of wax bullets 
from the backstop is a problem, try reducing the sensitivity of the impact sensor.

Step 3. Connect the cable from the target light to the sensor.

Step 4. Mount the All in One timer above the target so that the digits are visible to the 
shooter. The timer has two ¼ x 20 nut plates mounted on the inside bottom. The nut 
plates are spaced 16 ½ inches +/- 1/2 inch apart. The maximum length of bolt inside the 
timer is 1 inch to avoid damaging the circuitry inside.
The timer face is made of Plexiglas . The Plexiglas could crack if  hit by a wax bullet 
multiple times. If the user thinks that the timer could be hit with a wax bullet multiple 
times, it is recommended to put a piece of Lexan in front of the timer or mount the timer 
where it is not vulnerable to bullet strikes but still visible to the shooter. The Plexiglas 
and case is not covered by the warranty. The timer can also be mounted to a camera 
tripod. The standard camera tripod has a ¼ x 20 screw thread.

Step 5. Connect the light to timer cable from the target light on the back of the target to 
the Target Light connector on the back of the timer.

Step 6. Connect the cord of the AC power supply to the 12V DC connector on the back of
the timer. Note that the connector on the power supply is center conductor positive. If a 
power supply of the wrong voltage or polarity is connected, the timer can be damaged. 
Always use the power supply shipped with the timer. This damage is not covered by the 
warranty. It is recommended that a strain relief on the power cord be used. The DC power
connector is easily pulled loose if it is not held in place by some mechanical means.

Step 7. If the timer is the only timer in the setup or going to be the master controller in a 
multi-timer setup, plug a 1/8 (3.5mm) stereo plug into the Audio Output of the Timer. 
The presence of the connector plugged into the Audio connector signals the timer to 
make the timer a master controller. If the user does not want to listen to the audio, the 
connector can be plugged into the Audio out with the free end connected to nothing. A 
photo of the recommended connector is shown below. Notice that the connector has two 
black stripes and three metal connections. The master timer sends the “shooters on the 
line --- shooters set” voice command out to the Audio output where it is used by an 
Audio Amplifier (Public Address system) to enable the shooter to hear the command in 
Practice Mode. Practice mode is only active when the timer is a master.











MODES

Notes: The Wireless Remote Control has an LED on the front that indicates when the 
remote is transmitting. The LED also indicates Battery condition. If the LED gets dim or 
the range of the wireless link decreases, replace the battery. The battery is a type 23A 12 
volt battery. If you are not intending on using the Practice mode, it is suggested that 
you slide the cover door on the remote up half way to cover the bottom two buttons 
so you do not accidentally enter the practice mode.

The Timers are coded so that each range has a unique code and one range will not 
interfere with another just like garage door openers. The code for the Key fob is located 
on the back. It is marked as Cxx where xx represents the code. For the Timer to respond, 
the Timer and Key Fob code must match. The code for the timer is located on the back 
label that shows the Serial Number of the Timer. The Serial number is expressed as 
S/Nxxxx where x is the Serial Number. The Label also contains the Code expressed as 
Cxx where xx is the Code for that Timer. Make sure that you are using a Key Fob that 
matches the Code of the Timer.

Master Single MODE

The master mode is selected when a 1/8 inch diameter plug is plugged into the Audio 
output. To start the timer random delay one time, press the upper right button on the 
wireless remote. The display will show a blank. When the target light illuminates the 
timer starts.  A hit on the target will stop the timer. To restart the system – Press the 
upper right button on the wireless remote. The timer generates a short tone at the same 
time the timer turns on the target light. To hear the tone, an audio amplifier is connected 
to the Audio output in Master single mode. If the tone is not desired then disconnect the 
audio cable from the timer Audio out to the Audio Amplifier or turn down the volume of 
the Audio Amplifier. The connector still needs to be plugged into the Audio output of the
timer but does not have to be connected to the Audio Amplifier if no Audio is desired.

Master Practice MODE

The master mode is selected when a 1/8 inch diameter plug is plugged into the Audio 
output. To run the practice mode – press the lower right button on the wireless remote– 
the display will  blank on the start of the random 2 to 5 second delay. A random delay 
begins – after a random delay, the target light will illuminate and the timer will begin 
calculating the elapsed time. A hit on the target will display the elapsed time on the timer 
display – otherwise the timer will run to 10 seconds and start the cycle over again. The 
time display will be blank until a hit is registered by the target sensor.
To exit practice mode and go to single mode, press the upper right button on the wireless 
remote. The first Audio beep from the timer is silent when you go from Practice mode to 
Single mode. The computer needs to know it is Single mode to prepare the beep signal 
that goes off when the Target Light comes on.
 



Slave MODE

The slave mode is the default mode for the timer. The slave mode is selected when no 
plug is connected to the Audio out connector. The Timer reads the state of the Audio 
input when power is turned on to see if a connector is plugged in. If no plug is inserted, 
the Slave mode is selected. The Master sends, through the slave cable,  a Start/Sync 
command to the timer after a random delay is generated by the master timer.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

The optional dc power cable may be used with an auxiliary power unit/ or battery. one 
example of a portable battery can be found at: 
HTTP://WWW.HARBORFREIGHT.COM//3-IN-1-PORTABLE-POWER-PACK-
WITH-JUMP-STARTER-62306.HTML

WARRANTY

Quick Draw Electronics warrants to the original consumer, that this product will be free 
of defects and workmanship for a period of 1 year from the date of purchase when 
operated under normal conditions. This warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of
all parts in the timer system. 

The timer and its accessories are not warranted against misuse, neglect, tampering, or 
other causes not arising from defects in material and workmanship. 



The purchase is automatically registered with Quick Draw Electronics upon purchase. No
additional warranty registration is required.

NOTES: The impact sensors have been designed, calibrated, and tested to work with the 
Quick Draw Electronics targets. since we do not have control of the design of user 
provided targets, we can not guaranty the reliability of the impact sensors on user 
provided targets.

Some users have experienced problems with impact sensor reliability with thin steel 
target material. We recommend a minimum thickness of 3/16  (0.187) steel material be 
used in the construction of targets.


